Detection of the B waves in the oscillation of intracranial pressure by fast Fourier transform.
Intracranial pressure (ICP) oscillation consists of a cardiac-induced component, a respiration-induced component and fluctuation of the base level of ICP. Lundberg reported three types of fluctuations of the base level of ICP with increasing ICP which were referred to as A, B and C waves. Computer algorithms for sampling, processing and displaying ICP data were investigated to depict the power spectrum of ICP oscillations by fast Fourier transform (FFT), thus enabling the B wave to be automatically detected. A power peak was found in the ICP power spectrum between 30 and 120 s, which corresponds to the frequency of the B wave. The maximum power, corresponding to the B-wave amplitude was above 0 dB. An appropriate sampling interval for FFT inputs was about 8 s for real-time processing of the ICP data. The mean ICP value was found useful for making the B-wave peak clearer by reducing the cardiac and respiratory components of ICP oscillations; the window function had no effect on B-wave detection in the ICP power spectrum.